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Assembly instructions. DO NOT power on till all steps are completed!!!
1. Unwrap all parts from the packaging carefully and place on a flat, clean surface.

Do not place on carpet or fabrics or you may damage the leds!!!!

2. Offer up the framework to the heatsinks, making sure all bolt holes are aligned.

3. Using the supplied bolts, fit the heat sinks to the frame work, making sure the

fixings are secure. Eyelet bolts go in the corners.

4. Insert the wires making sure to match up the correct colours.

5. Attach driver via the locking Iec connector.

6. hang the kit by the eyelet bolts on the frame work, using chain or hangers. We

always recommend starting the light higher than needed and decreasing the lights

height if necessary.
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Scope LM301B Strip kits
Saftey Instructions

 Do not touch the leds surface.

 Do not look directly at the light.

Eye protection is advised.

 Handle the light by the framework.

 Warning!!! Light will get hot

during operation.

 Disconnect from mains before

handling.

 For indoor use only!

 Hang the light at 18” for veg

and 14” for flower and reduce

height if necessary.

 Dimming the light to start with is

recommend.

Data-sheets, full par maps and more

information at

Dimming

To dim the light, remove black plug on top of the driver marked IOADJ and use a small

screwdriver to dim the light.

Scope-150

Wattage [60w - 150w]

Voltage 90-305V Auto sensing.

Size 60cm x 58cm x 2.5cm

Total PPF 345 µMol/s

System efficacy 2.30µMol/j.

75x75 veg / 60x60 flower

Scope-220

Wattage [100w - 220w]

Voltage 90-305V Auto sensing.

Size 50cm x 62cm x 2.5cm

Total PPF 512 µMol/s

System efficacy 2.33µMol/j.

Area - 90x90 veg / 75x75 flower

Scope-275

Wattage - [120w - 275w]

Voltage - 90-305V Auto sensing.

Total PPF 643 µMol/s

System efficacy 2.34µMol/j.

Size - 50cm x 62cm x 2.5cm

Area - 1x1m veg / 80x80 flower

Scope-375

Wattage - [150w - 375w]

Voltage - 90-305V Auto sensing.

Total PPF 877 µMol/s

System efficacy 2.34µMol/j.

Size - 70cm x 62cm x 2.5cm

Area - 1.2x1.2m veg / 1x1m flower


